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1. Lecture PDFs:  the slides we used during the class 

2. Textbook: reviews that will give the necessary background and 
lessons first part

3. Research Papers: articles that we will analyze 

4. Bibliography: scientific literature concerning the subject

5. Audio and Main Concept Lessons
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EXAM

Students are expected to demonstrate:

1. Knowledge of basic concepts

2. Understanding of specific concepts

3. Comprehension of experimental methodology

4. Solving problem that we have discuss during lesson

Evaluation:

EXAMS is based on lessons and is composed to multiple choice questions 
and two open questions.



GENE REGULATION 
How we can understand gene regulation

Using genome-wide sequencing data

INTEGRATION DATA APPROACH

FUNCTIONAL GENOMICS



Functional genomics

Functional genomics uses genomic data to study gene expression,
regulation and biological functions on a global scale (genome-wide or
system-wide), focusing on gene transcription, epigenetic
modifications, chromatin remodelling enzymes, transcription factors
association involving high-throughput methods.



GENOMIC REGULATORY REGIONS

GENE FEATURES

GENE REGULATION
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GENE REGULATION 
How we can understand gene regulation

Using genome-wide sequencing data

Is based on the comparison of different data

INTEGRATION DATA APPROACH

Visualization Algorithm

One single 
genomic region

Connection 
between data



How SNPs play a FUNCTIONAL role in disease:

Alteration of cell identity

and 

biological functions



Genome-wide characterizations of regulatory regions. 

Peggy J. Farnham J. Biol. Chem. 2012;287:30885-30887

©2012 by American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology



How SNPs play a FUNCTIONAL role in disease:

Impact on transcription

Changing consensus sequenses for transcription factors binding sites

Changing interaction between for transcription factors

Changing epigenetic profiling of specific genomic regions

Changing long range interaction between two genomic regions



SNPs types functions:



SNPs mechanims for alteration of regulatory

transcription factors complexes



SNPs may change long range interactions



Genome-wide data describe activation state of specific gene locus 

and the correlation of these features with disease open the way

to understand disease outcome



Genome-wide characterizations of regulatory regions. 

Peggy J. Farnham J. Biol. Chem. 2012;287:30885-30887

©2012 by American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology





SNPs with an impact in tumorigenesis

Steps for studying the role of SNP

1

2



SNPs may have an impact in tumorigenesis

FUNCTIONAL ANNOTATION OF SNPs2

3



SNPs ESPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS



MOLECULAR FUNCTIONAL EFFECTS



In order to test if SNP has a role in the transcription rate 
by alteration of TFBS, luciferase assay can be used



In order to test if SNP has a role in the transcription rate 
by alteration of TFBS, luciferase assay can be used

To test enhancer and promoter with SNPs:

Question?
Is the SNP in the promoter or in enhancer

able to change trascription activation?
How?

Does Transcription Increase or Decrease?

Promoter and Enhancer wild type do not
induce transcription



In order to test if SNP has a role in the transcription rate 
by alteration of TFBS, luciferase assay can be used

SNP in the Promoter increases
trascription



In order to test if SNP has a role in the transcription rate 
by alteration of TFBS, luciferase assay can be used

SNP in the Enhancer decrease the
trascription



What are positive and negative controls?



Negative does not have a “regulatory sequence” that
you want to test

Negative indicates basal signal



Positive control has a “costitutive active sequence” that
induce trascription

Positive control indicates
that the assay works well: 
reagents in the kit are good

and are not degrated



BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION TESTS



Correlation of SNP/functions with several clinical analysis

How can we use these knowledge?



Gene expression alteration in disease 

May be used as BIOMARKERS

(molecules acting as sensor

of disease)

Gene expression alteration in disease 

May be used as DRUG TARGET

(drug discovery to stop disease and 

restore health )

EXAMPLE



In summary:

Functional genomics is a field of molecular biology based on

genome-wide sequencing data.

Genome-wide sequencing data describe genomic regulatory

regions that control gene expression

Gene expression disregulation may be linked to the disease

Understanding molecular mechanisms of disease outcome opens

the way to discovery drug and identify biomarkers



Enhancer Overview

Genomic regulatory network to define cell identity

Genetic variations meaning in cell identity



GENOMIC REGULATORY REGIONS ARE

PROMOTER, in proximity of gene target,  and

ENHANCER, distant from gene target





ENHANCER

ACTIVATION

SELECTION FUNCTION

CHARACTERISTIC

S



Enhancer Characteristitcs

Enhancers are cis-regulatory elements in proximity of genes

Each cell has a set of enhancers

Enhancers have motifs for sequence-specific transcription factors

Enhancers are marked with epigenetic modifications

Enhancers are in different states of activation



MUCH OF THE REGULATORY CODE THAT DRIVES 

CELL-TYPE-SPECIFIC GENE EXPRESSION IS LOCATED IN 

DISTAL ELEMENTS CALLED ENHANCERS



CELL TYPE USE A SMALL SUBSET OF MILLIONS 

OF POTENTIAL ENHANCERS 

Potential enhancer

Active Enhancer

in Cell-Type- Specific



Potential enhancers

Active Enhancer

during SPECIFIC TIME 

OF DEVELOPMENT
Stage 1

Stage 2



LINEAGE-DETERMINING TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS BIND

AT CELL-TYPE SPECIFIC ENHANCERS 

Potential enhancers

TF RED

TF GREEN



EACH CELL HAS ACTIVE ENHANCERS



Ong 2011



TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR BINDS SPECIFIC CONSENSUS SEQUENCE 

IN ACTIVE ENHANCER



LDTF: LINEAGE –DETERMINING

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS

SDTF: SIGNAL –DETERMINING 

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS

CTF: COLLABORATING

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS THAT BIND ENHANCERS



LDTF: LINEAGE –DETERMINING

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS THAT BIND ENHANCERS



Enhancer Activation

Transcription Factors bind specific genomic regions and allow

access to other proteins remodelling chromatin

Differentiation states and external stimuli induce enhancers

activation



INACTIVE ENHANCER

ACTIVE ENHANCER





LDTF: LINEAGE –DETERMINING

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS



H3K4me1, H3K4me2, lack histone acetylation and Pol II, 

high H3K27me3

mark POISED ENHANCERS



H3K4me1, H3K4me2, high H3K27Ac, lack H3K27me3, 

presence of Pol II and RNA transcript

mark ACTIVE ENHANCERS



STIMULI

LDTF: LINEAGE –DETERMINING

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS

SDTF: SIGNAL –DETERMINING 

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS

Romanoski et al., 2015



Enhancer Selection

The role of lineage-determining transcription factors.

The role of signal-dependent transcription factors.



LDTF: LINEAGE –DETERMINING

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS

SDTF: SIGNAL –DETERMINING 

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS

CTF: COLLABORATING

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS



Pioneer Factors and Lineage-determining Transcription Factors leads to

nucleosome remodeling and increased chromatin accessibility

Pioneer Factors and Lineage-determining Transcription Factors leads to

histone modifications and basal transcription machinery





In activated macrophages











eRNA mediates the long interactions



Molecular mechanisms that underline enhancer activation









Enhancer Function

Chromatin looping

Super-enhancers, cluster of enhancers, key player in the cell

identity and differentiation



CHROMATIN LOOPING









Methods for identification of genomic regulatory regions



From reads to DNA elements function



Cell-type-specific enhancers to regulate same genes



Effect of the tissue environment



Association of human chromatin data and susceptibility to immune disease



NATURAL GENETIC VARIATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH TF BINDING 

Romanoski et al., 2015



ENHANCER

ACTIVATION

SELECTION FUNCTION

CHARACTERISTIC

S



SNPs in the genomic regulatory regions may affect:

Enhancer Activation: loss of TFs interaction or TFs recruitment.

Enhancer Selection: loss or association of LTDF

Alteration of timing or specific tissues activation

Long range interaction between genomic regulatory regions


